Cam Jansen And The Mystery Of The Stolen Diamonds
Getting the books Cam Jansen And The Mystery Of The Stolen Diamonds now is not type of challenging means. You could not isolated going in
the manner of book deposit or library or borrowing from your contacts to read them. This is an certainly easy means to specifically get lead by online. This online declaration Cam Jansen And The Mystery Of The Stolen Diamonds can be one of the options to accompany you following having
further time.
It will not waste your time. believe me, the e-book will unquestionably proclaim you extra situation to read. Just invest little get older to approach this
on-line publication Cam Jansen And The Mystery Of The Stolen Diamonds as without difficulty as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Young Cam Jansen and the Spotted Cat Mystery - David A. Adler
2007-08-16
It?s a rainy day when Cam and her classmates arrive at school. Their
classroom is neat and clean, but there is something there that does not
belong. Meow! A cat with a spot on its tail is napping near the coat rack.
How did a cat get in their classroom? Did it run away? Read along as
Cam solves this easy-to-read cat caper.
Young Cam Jansen and the Lions' Lunch Mystery - David A. Adler
2008-05-01
A field trip to the zoo is fun for Cam Jansen and her classmates—until
lunchtime. Everyone else’s sandwich is safely delivered, but Danny can’t
find his anywhere! Only Cam and her amazing memory can crack this
mystery.
Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Carnival Prize - David A. Adler 1999
When fifth-grader Cam notices that the prizes for the most difficult game
at the school carnival are rapidly disappearing, she uses her amazing
photographic memory to investigate.
Young Cam Jansen and the Knock, Knock Mystery - David A. Adler
2015-06-16
Cam, her best friend Eric, and Eric’s mom are spending the day with
Eric’s grandparents. But Grandpa and Grandma seem too tired to visit.
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Every so often, a knock at the door wakes them up. But when they go to
answer, no one is there. Is a Knock, Knock Ghost on the loose? It’s up to
Cam to solve the mystery! Garden State Children’s Book Award 2017
Nominee.
Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the Television Dog #4 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to a book signing. Cam is waiting in line for a
book "pawtograph" from famous TV dog Poochie when he mysteriously
disappears and is replaced with an imposter! Can Cam find the real
Poochie? The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are
making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young
heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen: the Mystery of Flight 54 #12 - David A. Adler 2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to the airport. Cam and Eric are greeting
Aunt Molly when a young French girl—who can't speak
English—disappears. Can Cam find her in the crowded airport? The Cam
Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are making the
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transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young heroine whom
readers have loved for over two decades.
Young Cam Jansen and the Lost Tooth - David A. Adler 1997
Cam uses her photographic memory to help a classmate find the tooth
she lost at school.
Young Cam Jansen and the Double Beach Mystery - David A. Adler
2003-06-23
Cam Jansen has a great time looking for shells on the beach with her
friend Eric and her aunt Molly. But when they're done, Cam's mother is
nowhere in sight! She was just sitting under a red umbrella, so how
could she have disappeared? With a click, Cam puts her photographic
memory to work to find her mom.
Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Babe Ruth Baseball - David A.
Adler 1995-05
Cam uses her photographic memory to identify the person who stole a
valuable autographed baseball.
Cam Jansen and the Secret Service Mystery #26 - David A. Adler
2008-03-13
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to the school library. It is a big day at Cam's
school. The governor, who is running for president, is visiting for the
dedication of a new library. Police officers, Secret Service agents,
photographers, and news reporters are all there to hear the governor
speak when . . . bang! A loud sound like a gunshot startles everyone
during the ceremony. Was it really a gun, or a noisy cover for a crime?
Click along with Cam as she teams up with the Secret Service to solve
the mystery. The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who
are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young
heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen and the First Day of School Mystery - David A. Adler
2002
On her first day of fifth grade, Cam Jansen uses her photographic
memory to help the police find a car thief. Includes a memory game.
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Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the U.F.O. - David A. Adler 1992
Ten-year-old Cam, possessor of a photographic memory, and her friend
Eric investigate what seems to be a brief appearance of U.F.O.s.
Young Cam Jansen and the Zoo Note Mystery - David A. Adler
2004-11-18
Cam and Eric's class is going on a field trip to the zoo. But Eric can't find
his permission slip, and without it, he can't go on the field trip. Where
did it go? Did he drop it somewhere? Was it stolen? Will Cam Jansen's
amazing memory help to find Eric's permission slip in time? Or will he
have to sit in the principal's office all day while the other children go to
the zoo? Hurry, Cam, time's running out!
Cam Jansen: the Mystery of the Carnival Prize #9 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are making the
transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young heroine whom
readers have loved for over two decades. Now the first ten books in the
series have updated covers that bring new life to these perennial bestsellers. Old fans and new readers will love Cam's cool, modern look!
Cam Jansen and the Joke House Mystery - David A. Adler 2015-09-01
The latest installment in the beloved Cam Jansen mystery chapter book
series from David A. Adler! Aunt Molly has entered a joke-telling contest
at a local comedy club and Cam, her best friend Eric, and Mr. Jansen are
in the audience to watch her perform. The prizes are exciting, but the
competition is stiff —there’s a prop comic, a knock-knock joker, and
more! As the show starts, Cam notices that one of the prizes, an
engraved silver plate, has disappeared. Suddenly, everyone in the club
becomes a suspect. Can Cam solve the mystery of the missing prize or
will she be laughed out of the Joke House?
Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Monster Movie - David A. Adler 1984
A fifth-grader uses her photographic memory, her mother, and her friend
Eric to find a missing reel of a monster film they go to see.
Young Cam Jansen and the Circus Mystery - David A. Adler
2013-05-16
Cam and her friend Eric are having a great time at the circus with Aunt
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Molly - that is, until their box of popcorn goes missing. Did they lose it, or
was it stolen? It's up to Cam and her photographic memory to figure it
out!
Young Cam Jansen and the Baseball Mystery - David A. Adler
2001-03-19
Level Three Cam is playing baseball with her friends. When a baseball
goes missing, Cam has to use her amazing memory to help her friends
find it.
Cam Jansen: the Mystery of the Stolen Corn Popper #11 - David A.
Adler 2004-07-22
The Cam Jansen series is perfect for young readers who are making the
transition to chapter books. The first ten books in the series have
received updated covers, bringing new life to these perennial bestsellers.
Now the series redesign continues with five more books, giving Cam a
cool, modern look!
Cam Jansen: Cam Jansen and the Summer Camp Mysteries - David A.
Adler 2007-04-05
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to summer camp. Cam and her best friend,
Eric, are spending three weeds at Camp Eagle Lake. It's a summer filled
with swimming, sports, canoeing, making new friends, and...solving
mysteries! It's sure to be a fun--and challenging--summer for Cam
Jansen! The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are
making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young
heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Young Cam Jansen and the Ice Skate Mystery - David A. Adler
2000-01-01
Cam Jansen and her friend Eric are going ice skating. When Eric loses
the locker key, Cam's amazing memory clicks into action to find it in this
latest edition to the popular Young Cam Jansen series.
Cam Jansen: Cam Jansen and the Wedding Cake Mystery #30 David A. Adler 2011-09-15
Cam Jansen and her friends are volunteering at a talent show at the local
cam-jansen-and-the-mystery-of-the-stolen-diamonds

senior center. They're having fun entertaining the guests and enjoying
treats donated by Ken's Bakeshop. But during the show someone steals
the wedding cake from Ken's truck out front. Can Cam use her
photographic memory to solve the mystery before the wedding? The 30th
mystery in this series has Cam volunteering in her community and
tracking down a thief with a sweet tooth!
Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the U.F.O. #2 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to a park with U.F.O.s in sight! Cam and Eric
see flashing lights in the sky, and everyone thinks aliens have landed.
But Cam knows there's more to it than meets the eye. Can she solve this
unearthly mystery? The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers
who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky
young heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen - David A. Adler 2004-07-01
Ten-year-old Cam, possessor of a photographic memory, and her friend
Eric investigate what seems to be a brief appearance of UFOs.
Cam Jansen and the Catnapping Mystery - David A. Adler 1998
While visiting Aunt Molly at a fancy downtown hotel, Cam uses her
photographic memory to help one of the guests find her stolen luggage
and pet cat, and to catch the thief.
Cam Jansen: The Tennis Trophy Mystery #23 - David A. Adler
2005-02-17
Cam and Eric's gym teacher just had his office walls painted. But Cam
notices that the color of his walls isn't the only difference-his prized
tennis trophy is missing! Who could have taken it? Say "click" with Cam
as she begins collecting clues to this tricky tennis mystery!
Young Cam Jansen and the Library Mystery - David A. Adler
2002-11-11
When Cam Jansen, her father, and her friend Eric go to the library, Cam
finds a mystery to read. But soon, she has a mystery to solve. Her
father's shopping list has disappeared. Cam decides to use her amazing
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skills to investigate, and with a click, she puts her photographic memory
into action. Where was the list seen last? And where can it possibly be?
The Young Cam Jansen books are "appealing mini-mysteries [that] will
find a ready audience." (Booklist )
Cam Jansen: Cam Jansen and the Valentine Baby Mystery #25 - David A.
Adler 2006-12-28
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to the hospital. It's Valentine's Day, and Cam
is at school when she learns her mother is about to give birth. Cam and
her best friend, Eric, rush to the hospital with his mom. There, in the
waiting room, something valuable disappears. Click, click! Cam starts to
unravel the mystery. Will Cam solve it before her Valentine sibling is
born? The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are
making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young
heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen: the Mystery of the Babe Ruth Baseball - David A. Adler
1985-09-01
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to the community hobby show. Cam and Eric
are checking out a sports memorabilia booth when a baseball
autographed by Babe Ruth disappears. Can Cam catch the thief and
recover the Babe's ball? The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young
readers who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a
spunky young heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen: the Basketball Mystery #29 - David A. Adler 2010-10-14
Cam Jansen and her friend Eric are having fun at a local basketball
game. They watch the teamÕs retiring coach receive a basketball signed
by his former players, including the governor. But after the game, the
ball is gone. Was it stolen? In this latest addition to the bestselling
chapter book series, Cam uses her photographic memory to solve the
sporty mystery!
Cam Jansen: the Chocolate Fudge Mystery #14 - David A. Adler
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2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even while selling candy door-to-door. Cam and
Eric are knocking on doors to sell candy for their school fund-raiser when
Cam notices that there is a full trash can outside of a house that is
supposed to be empty. Could someone be hiding inside? Cam is going to
find out! The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are
making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young
heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Young Cam Jansen and the New Girl Mystery - David A. Adler 2005-07-07
There's a new girl in school! Her name is Jenny and she is makingfast
friends with Cam and Eric. They're happy to help her find her way
around, but when it's time for gym class, Jenny disappears. Where did
she go? Is she lost? Did she go back to her old school? Young readers
won't be able to resist looking for clues in the story to help Cam and Eric
find their new classmate. Follow along as Cam says “Click!” and the
search for Jenny begins!
Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the Stolen Diamonds #1 - David A.
Adler 2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Can Cam help catch the diamond thief? Cam and
her friend Eric are sitting at the mall when the jewelry store is robbed.
Cam sees the thief, but the police arrest the wrong person. Now it's up to
Cam to catch the real criminal! The Cam Jansen books are perfect for
young readers who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam
is a spunky young heroine whom readers have loved for over two
decades.
Cam Jansen: the Mystery of the Circus Clown #7 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers who are making the
transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky young heroine whom
readers have loved for over two decades. Now the first ten books in the
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aunt Katie and uncle George have just braved the amusement park's
Haunted House when Aunt Katie realizes that her wallet is missing. Did
she lose it or was it stolen? Cam is convinced that this is the start of a
very spooky mystery! The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young
readers who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a
spunky young heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen: Cam Jansen and the Sports Day Mysteries - David A. Adler
2009-04-02
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to her school's Sports and Good Nutrition
Day. Cam's class is going to Franklin Park to run races, play soccer and
baseball, and have a picnic lunch. Cam is ready for lots of sporting fun,
but she doesn't expect a mystery--much less three of them! It's going to
be on exciting day! The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young readers
who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a spunky
young heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen and the Chocolate Fudge Mystery - David A. Adler 1999
When Cam Jansen and her friend Eric uncover a mystery while selling
fudge door-to-door to raise money for the local library, Cam uses her
photographic memory to foil a crime.
Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the Monkey House #10 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
Someone's been monkeying around at the zoo, and now some monkeys
are missing! Leave it to Cam to find the thief, and to return the missing
monkeys safely to their cage.

sellers. Old fans and new readers will love Cam's cool, modern look!
Cam Jansen: Cam Jansen and the Mystery Writer Mystery #27 David A. Adler 2008-10-30
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to the book fair. Cam Jansen, her friends,
and their parents are at school for a book fair. Everyone's favorite
mystery writer, Jim E. Winter, is also there, signing books. During the
signing, Danny's parents discover their car is missing. Was it stolen? Jim
E. Winter thinks he can solve the mystery, but so does supersleuth Cam.
Who will solve it first? The Cam Jansen books are perfect for young
readers who are making the transition to chapter books, and Cam is a
spunky young heroine whom readers have loved for over two decades.
Cam Jansen: the Snowy Day Mystery #24 - David A. Adler 2005-10-06
After nearly a quarter of a century, Cam Jansen remains a popular
character, garnering new fans with each new title. In this newest Cam
Jansen mystery, it's a very snowy day outside, so Cam and Eric are
running late to computer lab. When they finally arrive, they realize that
three computers are missing! There are only two clues—footprints in the
snow outside and a locked window. This mystery seems impossible to
solve, but with Cam Jansen on the case, the thieves don't stand a chance!
Cam Jansen: The Mystery at the Haunted House #13 - David A. Adler
2004-07-22
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen and her amazing
photographic memory! Mysteries follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen
everywhere she goes...even to an amusement park. Cam, Eric, and Cam's
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